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Notice 

This Document and its contents has been prepared by and for use solely by Hampshire 

County Council. Hampshire County Council assumes no responsibility to any other party in 

respect of or arising out of or in connection with this document and/ or its contents.  

The purpose of this report is to provide information on the current risk of flooding and to 

suggest options that may be used to mitigate flood risk at this location based on the current 

evidence.   

Hampshire County Council Flood & Water Management 
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Executive Summary 

 

This investigation of the village of Soberton Heath within Central Meon Valley Ward was 

undertaken by Hampshire County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority to understand 

the reports of flooding that occurred in 2015-2021; and consider what, if any, further actions 

may be required to address residual flood risk. The focus has been on Heath Road, Liberty 

Road and Forester Road. 

Actions have been taken since this flooding to reduce the risk to households and the road, 

including works by Hampshire County Council, the District and Parish Councils, Flood 

Action Group and homeowners. 

The table below summarises the risk of flooding to Soberton Heath according to various 

sources of mapping (Flood Zones, the Flood Map for Surface Water, Localised Flooding 

Areas) and Flood Reports received by Hampshire County Council. Flood reports are 

prepared in accordance with the County Council’s flood investigation guidance based on 

the severity of the flooding and the risk to property and highway. This process is set out in 

Hampshire County Council’s Local Flood and Water Management Strategy, a statutorily 

required document which describes how flooding issues will be managed in Hampshire in 

accordance with the requirements of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. 

Source of risk No. reports/ 
Buildings at risk 

Flood Zones (Main River Flooding) 0 

Flood Map for Surface Water 0 

Significant flood reports (>20 properties internally flooded) 0 

Major flood reports (>5 properties internally flooded) 0 

Moderate flood reports (1-5 properties internally flooded) 2 (buildings) 

Minor flood reports (all reports- external flooding only) 21 (reports) 

Minor flood report affecting toilets and washing facilities use 3 (reports) 

Localised Flooding areas as defined by Winchester City Council’s 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 

0 

Due to the limited number of properties flooded internally, and given that the properties 

affected are not close to each other, the cost-benefit of any new asset to alleviate flooding is 

expected to be low. As such it is very unlikely that national Flood Defence Grant in Aid or 

other funding accessed via the Environment Agency could be secured for the area to pay for 

any new assets. 

However, most of the issues have arisen from a lack of maintenance and due to historic 

unconsented works to watercourses in the area. Improved riparian maintenance and the 

removal of restrictions within the drainage system by landowners would resolve the worst of 

the issues. 
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The purpose of this report is to: 

 

• Understand the current information available and formalise this within a single report. 

• Clarify the flood risk of the area. 

• Understand what works have been undertaken within the area. 

• Provide an overview of the flooding mechanism and impacts of any flooding. 

• Identify potential affordable actions that could reduce, or better manage, flood risk in 

the area. 
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1. Background 

Soberton Heath is a village located in the civil parish of Soberton, approximately 3km 

north of Wickham, in the Winchester City district (see Figure 1). This village lies 

immediately southeast of the Meon Valley and is primarily rural with a few amenities 

including a pub, recreation ground with children’s playground and businesses mostly 

associated with rural uses. The nearest Main River is the River Meon, but the village 

is not located within its floodplain. There are several watercourses that run through the 

village, some natural, some manmade but all are categorised as ordinary 

watercourses. The geology of the area comprises of river terrace deposits of sand, 

gravel and silt located over clays.    

 
Figure 1: Soberton Heath location plan 
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Figure 2: Local map of Soberton Heath showing the Meon River (Main River) and 

ordinary watercourses as shown on the Ordnance Survey maps. There are several 

additional ordinary watercourses not shown on this map. 

 

 

Figure 3: Shows the British Geological Survey geology map of the Soberton Heath 

area. The red box indicates the location of Soberton Heath. Given that there are permeable 

river terrace deposits over clay, we would expect the area to be prone to having a shallow, 

perched water table.  
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Figure 4: Shows the location of the watershed (sub-catchment boundaries) in the 

area. This shows that most of Soberton Heath slopes towards an ordinary watercourse that 

flows through the middle of the village. The houses on the north-western side of Heath Road 

slope towards the Meon and ordinary watercourse tributaries of the Meon. Heath Road runs 

along the approximate watershed boundary. In the south-eastern corner of the study area a 

small section drains into the River Wallington catchment. The rest of the study area is in the 

Meon catchment.  

 

  

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 

2021. 
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2. What is the flood risk in Soberton Heath village? 

 

2.0. Environment Agency (EA) Main River Flood Zone maps 

Soberton Heath village, according to current EA mapping, is not at risk from Main River 

flooding and sits within flood zone 1. See figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5: Shows the Environment Agency Main River Flood Zones. 

2.1. Flood Map for Surface Water 

 

The area is at risk from surface water (rainfall) flooding. The mapped risk areas broadly 

follow existing natural watercourses. This shows localised areas of flooding in 

farmland, woodland, and gardens. This mapping suggests that there could be one or 

two buildings on the edge of the flood extents (particularly along Forester Road) that 

could be at risk of surface water flooding in a large enough storm event.  
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Figure 6 below details the surface water flood risk for Soberton Heath using EA data. 

High risk refers to an area with a chance of flooding greater than 1 in 30 (>3.33% 

Annual Exceedance Probability) in any given year, medium risk between 1 in 100 and 

1 in 30 (1 – 3.33% AEP), and low risk less than 1 in 100 (<1% AEP) chance of flooding 

in any given year. No houses fall within the high risk, medium risk, or low risk bands 

of the Flood Map for Surface Water. However, in the low-risk extent there are several 

properties where the modelled extents are shown to be immediately adjacent to the 

buildings. These are located mostly on Forester Road. The Flood Map for Surface 

Water indicates that the main risk of surface water flooding is to garden, drives and 

roads. 

 
Figure 6: Surface water flood map for Soberton Heath. 

There are several ordinary watercourses not shown on the Ordnance Survey maps 

and not picked up by the flood map for surface water. Many of these appear to be 

manmade ditches although there is evidence of one natural watercourse (on Heath 

Road see figure 8) that was not picked up by the OS mapping because it was 

culverted. 
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Most of the roads in the area are bordered by ditches. Due to the shallow water table, 

infiltration in the area is poor and the ground can become waterlogged in winter. As a 

result, there are several land drains installed throughout the area draining gardens 

and fields into these ordinary watercourses. Direct runoff from roofs and treated 

effluent from septic tanks and package treatment works also discharge to nearby 

ordinary watercourses as the use of soakaways are not effective in this area. 

Many of these ordinary watercourses have been altered by culverting, or the 

installation of obstructions (particularly from utilities) and many are poorly maintained. 

Much of the works to these watercourses appear to have been done without Ordinary 

Watercourse Consent and as a result pipe sizes vary along the length of the 

watercourse. In some locations access chambers have been provided in others there 

are long sections that are hard to access for maintenance purposes. 

Due to the lack of infiltration, the village is heavily reliant on these ordinary 

watercourses for drainage. As a result, restrictions from poor maintenance or the 

installation of poorly designed structures has led to some drainage and flooding 

issues. 

Winchester City Council completed their Strategic Flood Risk Assessment in 2007. As 

part of this report, they identified Localised Flooding Areas which relates to historical 

flooding at individual locations. Soberton Heath is not identified as having any 

Localised Flooding Areas. 
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2.1. Hampshire County Council Flood Reports 

 

Figure 7: Highway flooding and drainage issues reports in Soberton Heath. 

As shown by figure 7 most of the drainage issues reported via the Hampshire County 

Council’s online reporting system (Confirm) are not located in the area shown to flood 

from the central ordinary watercourse. The majority of Confirm enquiries received (see 

figure 7) are mostly concentrated along three roads: Heath Road, Liberty Road and 

Forester Road, although there are other isolated incidents across the village. 

Hampshire’s Local Flood and Water Management Strategy organises flood reports 

into categories based on the severity of the flood and the risk to property and highway. 

There are four categories; Significant, Major, Moderate and Minor and the level of 

response from Hampshire County Council to a report of flooding depends on the 

category that the flood report falls into. 

The flood risk reports from Soberton Heath shown in figure 7 fall into the following 

categories: 
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Table 1- Flood Reports by investigation category. 

Investigation 
Criteria 

Definition No. Of 
reports 

Significant 20 or more properties flooded internally in 1 flood event in 
the same location 

0 

Major Internal flooding more than 5 properties during a single 
event. 

0 

Moderate Up to 5 properties internally flooded due to a single event 
or a major transport route disrupted for more than 10 
hours, 

2 

Minor No Internal flooding. Flooding affects gardens, open 
areas, and roads 

21 

Total 23 

 

As can be seen, the flooding in Soberton Heath falls mostly within the minor category 

with 21 reports of minor flooding and only 2 flood reports within the moderate 

investigation category. According to the County Council’s Flood Investigation 

Guidance the level of response for a minor flood is that the flooding is logged but no 

investigation is undertaken. Moderate investigations involve logging the flooding and 

undertaking a desktop review.  

The following ‘moderate’ reports have been made: 

Table 2- ‘Moderate’ Flood Report Details 

Reference Road Year No. Buildings 
Internally 
flooded 

Flood Cause 

21466166 Forester 
Road 

2019 1 Ditch needs to be reinstated 

21491259 Liberty 
Road 

2020 1 Poor Maintenance 

Total internally flooded 2  

 

While the minor flood reports do not involve internal property flooding there are a few 

where the flooding is impacting the private foul sewer system preventing residents 

from being able to use their toilets and washing facilities. In places foul sewer flooding 

is also occurring. Both Forester Road and Heath Road have reported these issues. 

The issues reported with the ditches appear to be to do with unconsented works and 

poor maintenance. 
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2.2. What flooding has taken place in Soberton Heath village? 

Soberton Heath village has limited historical records of flooding. The Highway 

Authority, Hampshire County Council, has a record of flooding at the junction between 

Heath Road and Forester Road from January 2016. This highway flooding record can 

be seen in figure 7 above. The only other records of flooding issues in the area are 

from the flood reports. Of the 23 Flood Reports received only two of these are reported 

for the same day and very few are within a few weeks of each other. This makes 

defining specific flood events difficult. However, the data does suggest that the winter 

of 2019/2020 was a wetter period. December 2019 saw two reports of flooding issues 

and 7 reported issues occurred between January, February, and March 2020.  
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3. Responsibilities 

3.1. Lead Local Flood Authority, Hampshire County Council 

Hampshire County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) is responsible 

for managing the risk of flooding from groundwater, surface water (rainfall) run-off, and 

ordinary watercourses. The LLFA also has powers to enforce maintenance on ordinary 

watercourses to ensure that they remain functional and grant ordinary watercourse 

consents for temporary and permanent work on ordinary watercourses. Prior to 2020, 

no ordinary watercourse consents had been granted for changes to watercourses in 

Soberton since the LLFA became responsible for issuing them (came into force 2012). 

However, several consents have been applied for in recent months. 

Hampshire County Council (HCC) assumed the role of the LLFA under the terms of 

the Flood and Water Management (FWM) Act 2010. In November 2020, HCC 

produced the Hampshire Local Flood and Water Management Strategy (LFWMS).  

This sets out Hampshire County Council’s overarching strategy on how flood risk in 

Hampshire will be managed. This report has been prepared in accordance with the 

LFWMS and the principles it contains. 

 

3.2. Highway Authority, Hampshire County Council 

HCC as the Highway Authority is responsible for the maintenance of all adopted roads 

and their associated drainage within the highway boundary. The Highway Authority 

also has powers that enable it to undertake flood prevention works on ordinary 

watercourses. It should be noted that the majority of roadside ditches are the 

responsibility of the adjacent riparian landowner rather than the Highway Authority. 

Most highways are constructed via a dedication of land by landowners, meaning the 

soil beneath the highway remains in the ownership of the landowner. 

3.3. Environment Agency 

The Environment Agency is responsible for taking a strategic overview of the 

management of all sources of flooding and coastal erosion. This includes, for 

example; 

• setting the direction for managing the risks through strategic plans;  

• providing evidence and advice to inform Government policy and support 

others;  

• working collaboratively to support the development of risk management skills 

and capacity; and  

• providing a framework to support local delivery.  

 

The Agency also has operational responsibility for managing the risk of flooding from 

main rivers, reservoirs, estuaries, and the sea, as well as being a coastal erosion risk 

https://www.hants.gov.uk/landplanningandenvironment/environment/flooding/strategies/local-flood-risk-management-strategy
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management authority. As part of its strategic overview role, the EA has published 

a National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy for 

Englandhttp://www.official-

documents.gov.uk/document/other/9780108510366/9780108510366.pdf. The strategy 

provides a lot more information designed to ensure that the roles of all those 

involved in managing risk are clearly defined and understood. 

 

Since there are no main rivers running through the area of the village within the scope 

of this report, we would expect the Environment Agency involvement to be minimal. 

3.4. Portsmouth Water (fresh) / Southern Water (foul) 

 

Water companies are responsible for managing the risk of flooding to water supply 

and sewerage facilities and the risk to others from the failure of their infrastructure. 

Their main roles are to:  

• Ensure systems have the appropriate level of resilience to flooding and 

maintain essential services during emergencies.  

• Maintain and manage water supply and sewerage systems to reduce the risk 

and impact of flooding and pollution.  

• Provide advice to LLFAs, developers and landowners on how water and 

sewerage company assets impact on local flood risk.  

• Work with the Environment Agency, LLFAs and local councils to coordinate 

management of water and sewerage system works with other flood risk 

management schemes.  

• Have regard to Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management (FCERM) plans 

in their own plans and work. 

 

There are no publicly owned surface water or foul sewers within the village. However, 

there are several Portsmouth Water meters that have been installed within the ditches 

(ordinary watercourses) without consent. 

 

3.5. Winchester City Council 

Historically, district, borough and city councils were designated as ‘Local Drainage 

Authorities’ under the Land Drainage Act 1991. They had a number of permissive 

powers for mitigation of flooding from ordinary watercourses and responsibilities to 

manage flood risk as set out in planning legislation. The FWM Act 2010 transferred 

many of these powers to the LLFA. However, they may still undertake flood related 

works on ordinary watercourses, groundwater or surface water schemes.  

District, Borough and City Councils are the Local Planning Authority responsible for 

determining planning applications, taking planning enforcement action where needed, 

and producing Local Plans which include local Flood Risk Planning Policies. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/920944/023_15482_Environment_agency_digitalAW_Strategy.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/920944/023_15482_Environment_agency_digitalAW_Strategy.pdf
http://www.official-documents.gov.uk/document/other/9780108510366/9780108510366.pdf
http://www.official-documents.gov.uk/document/other/9780108510366/9780108510366.pdf
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Their Environmental Health team’s have powers in relation to private foul sewers. 

District, Borough and City Councils are a key partner in flood and water management 

because of the local knowledge they hold and the contacts they have with local 

communities. They may also be riparian landowners.  

3.6. South Downs National Parks Authority 

National Parks are nationally protected landscapes. The statutory purposes of 

National Parks are to conserve and enhance the National Parks, to promote 

opportunities for the public understanding and enjoy the Park and to foster the social 

and economic wellbeing of the local communities within the park. 

National Park Authorities are the Local Planning Authority responsible for 

determining planning applications, taking planning enforcement action where 

needed, and producing Local Plans which include local Flood Risk Planning Policies 

with the Park. 

National Park Authorities with partners often deliver projects within the park some of 

which may require ordinary watercourse consent or Flood Risk Activity Permits. 

 

3.7. Soberton Parish Council 

Town and Parish Councils play an important role in the local management of flood 

risk, especially in the rural areas of Hampshire. They can provide vital support to 

residents when setting up community Flood Action Groups (FAGs), preparing 

community Flood Action Plans (FAPs), gathering data on flood incidents, and assisting 

in fund raising. They may also be landowners with the responsibility of maintaining 

watercourses on or adjacent to their land. 

It is important for Town and Parish Councils to be aware of the riparian responsibilities 

of their residents and to help to communicate this message to them in order that the 

drainage networks, particularly in small rural communities, continue to operate 

effectively.  

 

3.8.  Newtown and Soberton Community and Flood Action Group 

Local Flood Action Groups are invaluable in identifying areas at risk in the community. 

Flood Action Groups are also vital, in coordination with Parish Councils, when 

communicating flood risk issues to local residents and businesses, and encouraging 

community led flood risk initiatives which have resulted from action plans and 

investigations. 
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The Newtown and Soberton Community and Flood Action Group is a proactive group 

within the village. 

 

3.9. Landowners 

Under Common Law, landowners have a duty to accept water from higher ground and 

to maintain flow paths through their property. Landowners adjoining a ditch or with a 

ditch on their land, are responsible for maintaining that ditch as part of their riparian 

responsibilities. The owners of land adjoining a highway also have a duty to maintain 

roadside ditches to prevent them causing a nuisance to road users. 

Landowners must get permission from Hampshire County Council under Ordinary 

Watercourse Consent before installing any new structures within an ordinary 

watercourse. All ditches in Soberton Heath are classified as ordinary watercourses. 

There are several key landowners in Soberton Heath with riparian responsibilities. 

These include residents, the Forestry Commission (Bere Wood Estate), the two local 

housing associations and the Parish. 
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4. Site Assessment 

4.1. Heath Road 

 

Figure 8- Shows the 1905-1945 historic map overlaid over the current OS map. This 

shows that an open river (ordinary watercourse) once ran through what is now the front 

gardens of Heath Road. 

 

Figure 9- Shows Heath Road’s key drainage features. 
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A site visit to Heath Road was undertaken on 4th of December 2020. This involved 

walking down the length of the road to visually inspect the ditches and speaking to the 

residents.  

Flooding issues 

As far as the County Council has been made aware the flooding issues on Heath Road 

has not resulted in flood waters entering homes. However, gardens and drives are 

flooded with surface water (from the watercourse in the front garden and the roadside 

ditch). Additionally, there are one or two private foul drainage system that are affected 

by this flood water that then results in raw sewage overflowing into gardens, drives 

and the roadside ditch.  

Shallow water table issues. Soberton is located on river terrace deposits over clay 

as such there are perched water table issues that are not going to be resolvable. This 

has led to a shallow water table in many places. 

Blockage issues on the Ordinary Watercourse. There is an ordinary watercourse 

that is culverted through the gardens from Meonoak to Glenwood (see figure 9). Where 

the ditch emerges downstream of Glenwood the watercourse is flowing. It has been 

reported by local residents that the flow at the downstream end of this watercourse 

does not vary even after heavy rain. At Three Ways water comes out from the culvert's 

manhole causing flooding. At Cherry Cottage (next door and upstream of Three Ways) 

flooding issues are described as coming from the same culvert rather than the road. 

The combination of all these factors strongly suggests that there is a restriction in the 

culvert. This is likely to be located upstream of Glenwood and downstream of Three 

Ways.  

The pipe draining Holmleigh is blocked. The residents had had a drainage company 

in that day to look at their issue and so we were able to observe some of the issues 

directly. The pipe had been opened and dye put down. The dye had pooled in the pipe 

and no dye was observed in the manhole downstream. Tree roots had been removed 

from the pipe. It looks like additional sections of the pipe are blocked and this is most 

likely due to the tree in the garden of Briar House.  

Cess pit and foul sewer issues. These are not within Hampshire County Council's 

remit. Winchester City Council and the Environment Agency are aware of these 

issues. 

Condition of the roadside ditches. Heath Road runs along the boundary of the water 

shed and so is not in a location where river channels would naturally form. These 

ditches appear to be mostly man made and receives flows from the road and some 

formal discharge from the adjacent houses. While some locations on the ditches could 

do with maintenance by riparian owners and there are some small culverts that are 

preventing road runoff from being drained into the ditch, this is not the primary flow 
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route or primary cause of flooding issues to the houses on Heath Road. It does 

however lead to flooding of driveway accesses in places and so does play a part in 

the overall drainage in the area. In one or two locations package treatment plants/ 

septic tanks have been connected to the roadside ditch, which has led to problems 

with the foul drainage.  

Water stopcocks / assets located in the ditch. There were several locations where 

Portsmouth Water utility assets had been located in the roadside ditch on Heath Road  

and Liberty Road. These are considered to potentially impact on flows in the channel 

and this work should not have been done without Ordinary Watercourse Consent.  
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4.2. Liberty Road 

 

Figure 10- Shows the key drainage features on Liberty Road.  

 

Hampshire County Council has visited the site and spoken to residents. 

Flooding  

We are aware of two properties being affected by flooding issues. One of which has 

been flooded internally (under the floorboards) and the other in which their garden and 

drive is affected. The highway also floods. Residents describe the water as backing 

up and emerging from an opening (including the highway gully) before flooding the 

road, their driveway, and front gardens. 

Watercourses 

Figure 10 above shows the main drainage features in Liberty Road. There are two 

ordinary watercourses along Liberty Road. One on the southern side adjacent to the 

Bere Wood Estate and the other on the northern side of the road. Neither watercourse 

runs along a valley bottom and as such both watercourses are likely to be man-made. 

This is further confirmed by the historic map (figure 11) which does not show the 

roadside ditches. The watercourse on the northern side of Liberty Road, adjacent to 

the houses goes as far as Forest View before crossing the road in a culvert which 

discharges into the ditch on the southern side of the road. The northern watercourse 

starts again outside of Que Serra and continues down the northern side of the road 

until it discharges into the natural ordinary watercourse in the valley bottom. 

Most of the properties have installed land drains that discharge into the northern 

watercourse to drain the perched water table and prevent their gardens from becoming 

waterlogged.  
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Figure 11- Shows the 1845-1885 historic map for Liberty Road. The roadside ditches are 

not shown on the historic map. 

 

Observations 

Condition of the southern ditch. The southern ditch is heavily silted and overgrown 

in places and the outfall to the highway culvert is obstructed by 600-800mm depth of 

silt. This stops any of the water flowing out of the highway culvert and the upstream 

section of the northern ditch. This is believed to be the primary reason why the property 

on the upstream section on the northern ditch has experience internal flooding in the 

past.  

While on site water was seen flowing down the northern ditch but no water was seen 

flowing down the southern ditch. Water had pooled at the point where the highway 

culvert outfalls into the southern ditch. Water was prevented from flowing away due to 

silt that had built up in the channel. See Image 1 in the appendices.   
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4.3. Forester Road 

 

 
Figure 12- Shows the key drainage features on Forester Road. This map is indicative and 

may not show all watercourses in the area. 

 
A site visit to Forester Road was undertaken in January 2020. 
 
The one report of internal flooding on Forester Road appears to be the result of a 
blockage causing water to back up and overtop the open section of ditch and flood 
an adjacent property. 
 
The lack of maintenance of the ditch network appears to be the main cause of issues 
in this location. This is particularly the case in the culverted sections where many 
adjacent landowners were not aware (prior to Hampshire County Council, the 
Parish’s, and flood action group’s involvement) of their riparian responsibilities. Since 
there is no highway drainage network, the roadside ditches provide all the drainage 
in the area. 
 
Some historic watercourses and drainage features have been lost over the years 
from between garden boundaries that used to drain from Selhurst Poultry Farm to 
Forester Road (figure 13). These may have been piped or filled in with pipes being 
impeded by fences. Opportunities to restore lost historic drainage features are 
encouraged but are not enforceable given how long ago these features were lost. 
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Figure 13- Shows the historic drainage features on Forester Road (1845-1885).  

 
 
Resident have raised concerns over the new development at Selhurst Poultry Farm 
about whether it is changing discharge rates. As this is a development of less than 
10 houses it is not a development that Hampshire County Council would have 
reviewed in its role as a statutory consultee on surface water management for major 
planning applications. This is an application that sits with the Local Planning 
Authority, Winchester City Council. It is recommended however, that any land being 
developed that historically would have drained into a lost watercourse, take this into 
consideration by reducing rates when providing a positive outfall into another 
watercourse.  
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5. Assessment of Flood Risk 

A review of the flood mechanisms and extents, and analysis of potential options to 

reduce the impact of future flooding has been undertaken. The main flooding issues 

in the village arise from poor maintenance of private assets and unconsented 

alterations to the ditch system. This, in combination with the perched water table, 

means that the ground can be very saturated, and water is unable to drain away 

effectively during heavy rainfall events. In places where total blockages exist (e.g. 

Heath Road and Liberty Road) water backs up until it reaches a potential opening such 

as a manhole or road gully flooding gardens, roads, and drives.  

There are several secondary flooding impacts that are arising from this. Where 

package treatment plants and septic tanks discharge into a blocked system, this 

treated effluent is unable to drain away, affecting the use of these private sewers. This 

in turn leads to unpleasant smells and occasionally adding treated effluent to the 

flooding. In one or two locations, flood water is entering private cess pits causing these 

to overflow and forcing the homeowner to increase the frequency of having these 

emptied. 

Climate change is expected to change rainfall patterns leading to wetter winters, drier 

summers, and increased rainfall intensities. This may increase the frequency of the 

above-mentioned issues. However, given that no properties are currently within the 

Flood Zones or the Flood Map for Surface Water extents, climate change is unlikely 

to noticeably increase the number of existing properties at high risk of internal flooding 

within the village.  

 

5.1. Analysis of Options for resolution 

 

Due to the low numbers of properties being internally flooded (2 spread across the 

village), Soberton Heath is highly unlikely to qualify for Flood Defence Grant in Aid 

funding from Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). Equally 

the cost-benefit of installing any new public assets to alleviate the flooding is likely to 

be very low. Flood defence funding is limited and has to be applied to those areas at 

highest risk as the priority.  

The flooding experienced in the village is believed to have arisen from poor 

maintenance and installation of historically unconsented works to riparian managed 

drainage systems. To resolve these issues requires landowners to investigate, 

maintain and remove restrictions within the drainage systems that they are responsible 

for. The Land Drainage Act 1991 requires residents undertaking any new works to 

apply to the regulating authority, Hampshire County Council, for ordinary watercourse 

consent and wait until they have received this permission before undertaking works. 
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If necessary, and warranted by the severity of the flooding, Hampshire County Council 

can use their enforcement powers to compel landowners to undertake their riparian 

maintenance. However, legal procedures are lengthy and require a substantial amount 

of evidence to progress along this route. Discussions with the relevant riparian owners 

and communication on the impacts and risks of non-action are generally sufficient to 

progress remedial works and are preferred over more formal routes. 

5.2. Potential Actions 

Actions may be dependent on risk prioritisation and available resources. 

Action Description  Potential 
Lead  

Progress 

Investigation 
or Survey 

Investigate whether there is any evidence 

of an historic watercourse existing 

between Forest View and Que Serra on 

the northern side of Liberty Road. 

Undertake a CCTV survey of the culvert in 

the front gardens of Heath Road to 

determine where the blockages within the 

culvert are and what maintenance needs 

are required. 

Investigate residents’ claims that the 

Selhurst Poultry Farm development is 

increasing flood risk. Ensure drainage 

strategy considers lost watercourse. 

HCC with 
Parish Council 
and riparian 
landowners 
 
 
 
Riparian 
landowners 
 
 
 
 
 
Winchester 
City Council 

No evidence 
found to 
date 
 
 
Parish 
Council to 
Jet & CCTV 
pipe as a 
one off. 
Completed 
Sept 2021 
 
HCC passed 
on residents’ 
concerns to 
WCC 

Maintenance Jetting of highway culvert under Liberty 
Road. 
 
 
Replace pipe under Heath Road outside of 
Glenwood. 
 
 
Jetting and CCTV pipe under Heath Road 

opposite the Old Police House 

Letters sent to riparian landowners on 

Heath Road, Liberty Road and Forester 

Road highlighting their responsibility to 

maintain watercourses and obtain 

Ordinary Watercourse Consent. 

Hampshire 
Highways 
 
 
Hampshire 
Highways 
 
 
Hampshire 
Highways 
 
 
HCC 

Complete. 
February 
2021. 
 
Complete. 
November 
2021 
 
Due 
2021/2022 
 
Complete. 
Parish 
provided 
follow up 
support to 
residents. 

Minor Works Remove fence obstruction over the 

manhole in Liberty Road outside of Forest 

View. 

Riparian 
landowner  
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Retrofit rainwater planters etc to roof 

downpipes to slow discharge to ditches 

Restore lost historic drainage features 

where feasible. 

If it can be demonstrated that a recent 

historic connection existed between 

Forest View and Que Serra on Liberty 

Road, then the historic connection should 

be restored.  

Portsmouth Water’s water assets located 

in ditches should be removed and located 

in an area that is not within a watercourse 

Riparian 
landowners 
 
Riparian 
landowners 
 
Riparian 
landowner 
with HCC 
support 
 
 
 
Portsmouth 
Water (PW) 
(HCC 
enforcement) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HCC 
contacted 
PW. PW 
committed to 
removing 
assets 

Riparian 
Landowners 

Liberty Road, Southern Ditch- Remove silt 
obstructing the culvert outfall into the ditch 
(opposite Forest View, Liberty Road). 
Remove sufficient silt build up along the 
ditch and any blockages within the ditch to 
allow the free flow of water along the ditch. 
 
Maintenance of northern ditch upstream of 
highway culvert (opposite Forest View on 
Liberty Road).  
 

 

Maintain and repair watercourse assets 

along Heath Road and through the front 

gardens of Heath Road. Remove any 

blockage and replace any crushed pipes. 

Opportunities to upsize pipes, remove 

restrictions and remove culvert 

encouraged but not a statutory 

requirement. Ordinary Watercourse 

Consent required 

Tree roots in the pipe at Briar House need 

to be removed and the pipe CCTV 

surveyed. Depending on the finding of the 

CCTV survey the pipe may need to be 

either lined or replaced. 

Forestry 
Commission 
(HCC 
enforcement) 
 
 
 
Riparian 
landowner 
 
 
 
 
 
Riparian 
landowners 
 
 
 
 
Riparian 
landowners 
 
 
 
 
Riparian 
landowners 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Completed 
September 
2021- 
Inspected & 
closed 
 
 
Highways 
jetted in 
February 
2021 as one 
off. 
 
 
Notification 
of 
unconsented 
works 
received. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Completed. 
Tree roots in 
culvert 
removed 
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Reinstate ditch at Apple Acre on Forester 

Road as work undertaken without OWC 

and causing problems 

Draft and apply a Community Flood Plan 

Riparian 
landowners 
 
 
FAG, Parish, 
EA 

Completed 
 

 

6. Conclusions  

Soberton Heath experiences some flooding issues. Most of these issues fall under the 

minor flood report category as set out in the Hampshire County Council’s Local Flood 

and Water Management Strategy. There are however, two cases of moderate flood 

reports, one on Liberty Road and one on Forester Road with a total of two properties 

being affected by internal property flooding. The flooding in the village has secondary 

impacts, where the flooding affects private sewer systems, this in turn results in some 

external foul sewer flooding and some residents not being able to use their toilet and 

wash facilities. 

Due to the limited number of properties flooded internally and given that the properties 

affected are not close to each other, the cost-benefit of any new asset to alleviate 

flooding is expected to be low. As such it is very unlikely that national Flood Defence 

Grant in Aid or other funding could be secured for the area to pay for any new assets. 

However, most of the issues have arisen from a lack of maintenance and due to 

historic unconsented works to watercourses in the area. Improved riparian 

maintenance, including the regular clearing of trash screens and the removal of 

restrictions within the drainage system by landowners would resolve the worst of the 

issues. 

If necessary, and warranted by the severity of the flooding, Hampshire County Council 

can use their enforcement powers to compel landowners to undertake their riparian 

maintenance. However, legal procedures are lengthy and require a substantial amount 

of evidence to progress along this route. Discussions with the relevant riparian owners 

and communication on the impacts and risks of non-action are generally sufficient to 

progress remedial works and are preferred over more formal routes. 

The Land Drainage Act 1991 requires landowners including residents planning to 

undertake any new works to apply to the regulating authority, Hampshire County 

Council, for ordinary watercourses consent.  
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7.  Appendix A - Photographs of the area 

 

 

Image 1(above)- Liberty Road, Southern Ditch: Left- water pooling in ditch at outfall, 

Image 2 Right- southern ditch downstream of culvert outfall. 

 

Image 3 (above)- Liberty Road. Northern Ditch: Left- open section of ditch, Image 4 

Right- open manhole showing not only the inlet and outlet of the up and downstream 

sections of the culvert but the incoming land drains.  
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Image 5 (above)- Liberty Road, Northern Ditch: Left- Fence across manhole at Forest 

View, Image 6 Liberty Road (Right)- Looking downstream with the southern ditch on 

the left and the northern ditch and highway gully on the right.  

 

Image 7 (above)- (Left) Heath Road, Holmleigh: Dye unable to flow due to the pipe 

being blocked with tree roots. Image 8 (Right) an example of a Portsmouth Water 

meter being located in the roadside ditch on Heath Road. 
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Image 8 (above)- (Left) Heath Road, example of an open section of watercourse going 

into a culvert. Image 10 (Right) examples of informal headwalls and trash screens with 

fine mesh in Heath Road. 

 

Image 11 (above)- (Left) Heath Road, example of an open section of watercourse 

going into a section with no visible culvert. Image 12 (Right) examples of an informal 

trash screens in Heath Road. 
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Image 13 (above)- (Left) and Image 12 (Right) Heath Road maintenance issues. 

 

 

Image 13 (above)- (Left) Outfall of the Heath Road front garden culverted watercourse 

at Glenwood and Image 12 (Right) inside manhole of the culverted watercourse in 

Glenwood (garden watercourse). 
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Image 14 (above)- Emergency Call Out Report from February 2021 following jetting 

of the Highway culvert and upstream private system. Silt was cleared out and no 

deflects were found to the highway culvert. 

 

 

Image 15 (above)- Email from Highways Engineer overseeing the emergency jetting 

on the February 2021. Both the Highway Engineer and the crew attending confirmed 

that the issues were due to the poor maintenance of the adjacent ditch and not the 

highway pipe under Liberty Road. 
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